An authentication method and system oriented to a heterogeneous network are disclosed. After receiving a service request sent by a virtual terminal, a unified authentication platform generates a service token according to the service request, and sends the service token to the virtual terminal and a target network; the virtual terminal submits the service token to the target network, and requests the target network to provide service data; and the target network compares the service token sent by the virtual terminal with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication platform, and provides the service data to the virtual terminal when the service token submitted by the virtual terminal is consistent with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication platform. By a unified authentication platform, the disclosure unifies authentication systems in a ubiquitous network, reduces huge signaling overhead and service delay in a heterogeneous network due to authentication, and improves authentication efficiency in the ubiquitous network.
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AUTHENTICATION METHOD AND SYSTEM ORIENTED TO HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure mainly relates to the field of authentication technology, and in particular to an authentication method and system oriented to a heterogeneous network.

BACKGROUND

A feasible security authentication mechanism is essential for secure efficient transmission of service data by a virtual terminal in a heterogeneous network. Under the circumstance of a ubiquitous network, where a virtual terminal is in an environment with coexisting heterogeneous networks, effective solutions are yet to be provided for virtual-terminal authentication and collaborative authentication of a ubiquitous service by a heterogeneous network (of 3G, WiFi, WLAN, and the like), merge and authentication of ubiquitous service data, and authentication of a terminal device waiting to join the virtual terminal, etc.

SUMMARY

In view of this, it is desired that embodiments of the disclosure provide an authentication method and system oriented to a heterogeneous network, for virtual-terminal authentication and collaborative authentication of a ubiquitous service by a heterogeneous network, and authentication of ubiquitous service data by a virtual terminal, as well as authentication of a terminal device waiting to join a virtual terminal.

To this end, a technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows:

The disclosure provides an authentication method oriented to a heterogeneous network, including steps of:

- after receiving a service request sent by a virtual terminal, generating, by a unified authentication platform, a service token according to the service request, and sending the service token to the virtual terminal and a target network;
- submitting, by the virtual terminal, the service token to the target network, and requesting the target network to provide service data; and
- comparing, by the target network, the service token submitted by the virtual terminal with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication platform, and providing the service data to the virtual terminal when the service token submitted by the virtual terminal is consistent with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication platform.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the unified authentication platform may generate a service token for a respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal; the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal may submit the service token for the respective member terminal device to the target network; and the target network may perform service-token comparison and authentication for the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to the service token submitted by the virtual terminal.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, when the unified authentication platform generates the service token, the unified authentication platform may provide a service token for an individual member terminal device in the virtual terminal, and provide a unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal other than the individual member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token; a member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the unified service token may submit the unified service token to the target network; and the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token may submit the separate service token to the target network; and the target network may perform service-token comparison and authentication for a member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the unified service token according to the unified service token submitted by the virtual terminal, and perform service-token comparison and authentication for the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token according to the separate service token submitted by the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the method may further include a step of:

when the target network compares and authenticates the service token submitted by the virtual terminal, issuing, by the target network, service data to a corresponding member terminal device according to the service token submitted by the virtual terminal.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, after the virtual terminal obtains the service data provided by the target network, the virtual terminal may aggregate the service data internally according to the service token.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the method may further include steps of: when a terminal device requires to join the virtual terminal,

- after receiving a request for joining the virtual terminal from the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal, determining, by the unified authentication platform, according to a call request sent by the virtual terminal, whether the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal meets a requirement of the virtual terminal, wherein the request for joining the virtual terminal includes at least: an identifier and a capability of the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal; and a type of a network accessed by the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal;
- when the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal meets the requirement of the virtual terminal, sending, by the unified authentication platform, the service token to the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal and the virtual terminal;
- submitting, by the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal, the service token to the virtual terminal; and
- authenticating, by the virtual terminal, the service token submitted by the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal according to the service token sent to the virtual terminal by the unified authentication platform, and admitting the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal as a member terminal device in the virtual terminal when the service token submitted by the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal is authenticated.
In an embodiment of the disclosure, the method may further include steps of: after receiving the service request sent by the virtual terminal, authenticating, by the unified authentication platform, whether a target network is capable of providing service data required by a member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to a list of radio resources accessed by the member terminal device in the service request; and determining, according to an identifier of the virtual terminal and an identifier of the member terminal device in the virtual terminal in the service request, whether the virtual terminal and the member terminal device is authorized to download service data from the target network; and when the target network is capable of providing the service data required by the member terminal device and the virtual terminal and the member terminal device is authorized to download the service data from the target network, generating, by the unified authentication platform, the service token.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the service token may be generated by the unified authentication platform by collecting information on context of a user, the virtual terminal, a network and the service data and computing with an encryption algorithm, wherein the service token may include at least information on: a name of the user, an identifier of the virtual terminal, an identifier of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of a service being performed, a type of the service, a service data identifier, and authorization to download the service data.

The disclosure further provides an authentication system oriented to heterogeneous network, including a unified authentication platform, a virtual terminal, and a target network, wherein

the unified authentication platform is configured for receiving a service request sent by a virtual terminal, generating a service token according to the service request, and sending the service token to the virtual terminal and a target network;

the virtual terminal is configured for: sending the service request to the unified authentication platform; after receiving the service token sent by the unified authentication platform, submitting the service token to the target network, and requesting the target network to provide service data; and

the target network is configured for: comparing the service token submitted by the virtual terminal with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication platform, and providing the service data to the virtual terminal when the service token submitted by the virtual terminal is consistent with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication platform.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the unified authentication platform may generate a service token for a respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal; the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal may submit the service token for the respective member terminal device to the target network; and the target network may perform service-token comparison and authentication for the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to the service token for the respective member terminal device.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the unified authentication platform may generate a unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal to the target network; and the target network may perform service-token comparison and authentication for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to the unified service token submitted by the virtual terminal.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the unified authentication platform may provide a separate service token for an individual member terminal device in the virtual terminal, and provide a unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal other than the individual member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token; a member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the unified service token may submit the unified service token to the target network; and the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token may submit the separate service token to the target network; and the target network may perform service-token comparison and authentication for a member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the unified service token according to the unified service token submitted by the virtual terminal, and perform service-token comparison and authentication for the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token according to the separate service token submitted by the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the unified authentication platform may be located at a core network layer, and include a user-terminal managing module, a network-service managing module and a service-token managing module, wherein

the user-terminal managing module may be configured for: receiving the service request sent by the virtual terminal, and authenticating information on identities and authorizations of a user and the virtual terminal; helping management of the virtual terminal by a controlling terminal in the virtual terminal; and authenticating a terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal, and determining whether the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal is authorized to join the virtual terminal;

the network-service managing module may be configured for: receiving and authenticating the service request sent by the virtual terminal; and responding to the service request of the user by authenticating information on service content, service data and a service attribute and completing collaborative download in the virtual terminal for a service involving a heterogeneous network; and

the service-token managing module may be configured for generating, authenticating and managing the service token, wherein the service token is generated by the unified authentication platform by collecting information on context of the user, the virtual terminal, a network and a service and computing with an encryption algorithm, wherein the service token includes at least information on: a name of the user, an identifier of the virtual terminal, an identifier of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of the service being performed, a type of the service, a service data identifier, and authorization to download the service data.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, the virtual terminal may include a controlling terminal and a member terminal device, wherein

the controlling terminal may be configured for: managing the member terminal device; providing the virtual terminal with a collaborative management capability including storing information on a status in performing a service and a
capability of the member terminal device; sending the service request to the unified authentication platform; admitting a terminal device as a member terminal device with the help of the unified authentication platform; and formulating a service-transmission-by-streams strategy according to authorization of the service token, and downloading required service data from a network side; and

the member terminal device may be configured for: carrying out the service-transmission-by-streams strategy of the controlling terminal through the service token; collaborating with the controlling terminal in completing a service task; and collaborating with the controlling terminal in completing service aggregation within the virtual terminal.

With a unified authentication platform proposed by the disclosure, existing problems of diversified authentication systems, complicate authentication, huge signaling overhead, difficulty in security risk assessment due to multiple heterogeneous terminal devices, multiple heterogeneous networks and diversified services. With a proposed unified authentication platform, the disclosure unifies authentication systems in a ubiquitous network, reduces huge signaling overhead and service delay in a heterogeneous network due to authentication, and improves authentication efficiency in the ubiquitous network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an architecture diagram of a heterogeneous-network authentication system according to the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a structure of a unified authentication platform according to the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of authentication in collaborative service download according to the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of joining a virtual terminal by a terminal device according to the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of independent authentication according to the disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of centralized authentication according to the disclosure; and

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of hybrid authentication according to the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

To clearly show a technical problem to be solved, a technical solution, and beneficial effects of the disclosure, the disclosure is further elaborated below with reference to embodiments and the drawings.

FIG. 1 is an architecture diagram of a heterogeneous-network authentication system. The heterogeneous-network authentication system consists of a unified authentication platform 100, a virtual terminal 101 and a target network.

The unified authentication platform 100 is configured to perform security authentication on a heterogeneous network, the virtual terminal and a ubiquitous service.

The unified authentication platform 100 may be located at a core network layer of a ubiquitous network, and may consist of multiple authentication servers each including a user-terminal managing module, a network-service managing module and a service-token managing module.

The unified authentication platform 100 can perform authentication for enrolling a terminal device 102 in virtual terminal 101. The virtual terminal may configure a terminal environment according to a ubiquitous service requirement of a user, when the terminal device 102 requests to join the virtual terminal 101 in response to a service request of the user, the terminal device 102 may send a joining request to the unified authentication platform 100. The unified authentication platform 100 may verify whether terminal device 102 meets the ubiquitous service requirement by calculating an extent to which a target set matches a candidate set using a fuzzy matching algorithm, where the target set may be set as a required terminal capability of the virtual terminal, and the candidate set may be set as a capability of the terminal device requesting to join the virtual terminal. If terminal device 102 meets the ubiquitous service requirement, the unified authentication platform 100 may send a service token to the terminal device 102, and inform virtual terminal 101 of the service token. The virtual terminal 101 may perform an operation of admitting terminal device 102 as a member terminal device by authenticating the service token of the terminal device 102.

The unified authentication platform 100 can perform authentication for downloading and aggregating a ubiquitous service according to a service requirement of the virtual terminal 101. After the virtual terminal 101 sends a ubiquitous service request, the unified authentication platform 100 may authenticate each target network (i.e., a network providing the ubiquitous service) according to the ubiquitous service request, and determine whether a target network grants the virtual terminal 101 authorization for the service. After determining that the virtual terminal 101 is granted the authorization for the service, the unified authentication platform may issue a service token to each member terminal device in the virtual terminal, and inform each target network of the service token. Each member terminal device in the virtual terminal may download data from each target network with a service token. After service data are downloaded, a controlling terminal in the virtual terminal aggregates the service data according to a service token of each member terminal device.

The virtual terminal 101 may include controlling terminal 1011 and a member terminal device.

The controlling terminal 1011 may be configured to manage a member terminal device, provide the virtual terminal 101 with a collaborative management capability including storing information on a status in performing a service and on a capability of the member terminal device, take charge of all operations by the virtual terminal 101, send a service request to the unified authentication platform 100, admit a terminal device as a member terminal device with the help of the unified authentication platform 100, and formulate a service-transmission-by-streams strategy according to authorization of a service token.

A member terminal device can carry out the service-transmission-by-streams strategy of the controlling terminal 1011 through a service token, collaborate with the controlling terminal 1011 in completing a service task, and aggregate requested service data within the virtual terminal according to a service data identifier in the service token to form a service and provide the service to the user.

The target network is configured to compare a service token submitted by the virtual terminal with a service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication platform, and provide service data to the virtual terminal when the service token submitted by the virtual terminal is consistent with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication platform.

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a structure of a unified authentication platform. The unified authentication platform 100 may include a user-terminal managing module 201, a network-service managing module 202 and a service-token managing module 203.
The user-terminal managing module 201 may be configured for: receiving a service request sent by a virtual terminal 101, and authenticating, in response to the service request of a user, information on identities and authorizations of the user and the virtual terminal; helping management of the virtual terminal by a controlling terminal; and authenticating a terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal, and determining whether the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal is authorized to join the virtual terminal.

The network-service managing module 202 may be configured for: receiving and authenticating a service request sent by a virtual terminal and a user; and responding to the service request of the user by authenticating information on service content, service data and a service attribute and completing collaborative download in the virtual terminal for a service involving a heterogeneous network.

The service-token managing module 203 may be configured for: generating, authenticating and managing a service token, wherein the service token is generated by the unified authentication platform by collecting information on context of a user, a virtual terminal, a network (including a network where a terminal device is located and a target network) and a service and by computing with an encryption algorithm (such as an asymmetric encryption algorithm RSA). A service token is a medium by which a heterogeneous-network authentication system performs authentication. When an object waiting to be authenticated sends a service token to an authenticating party, the authenticating party first decrypts the service token to obtain detailed information included therein, and compares the detailed information with information sent by the unified authentication platform. If the comparison gives consistent results, then the object is authenticated and the requested service is performed. Or if the comparison gives inconsistent results, then the object fails to pass the authentication. The service token should include at least information on: a name of the user, an identifier of the virtual terminal to which the service token belongs, an identifier of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of the service being performed, a type of the service, a service data identifier, and authorization to download the service data.

FIG. 3 shows a flow of authentication in collaborative service download according to the disclosure, which may specifically include steps as follows.

In Step 301, a virtual terminal 101 initiates a service, and sends a service request.

In the step, the virtual terminal 101 receives a service request of a user, initiates a service and sends a service request to a unified authentication platform 100. The service request shall include at least information on: an identifier of the virtual terminal, an identifier of a member terminal device in the virtual terminal, a list of radio resources accessed by the member terminal device, a name of a service, and a type of the service.

In Step 302, receiving the service request, unified authentication platform 100 authenticates the service request. If the request is permitted, Step 303 is performed; or if the request is refused, the flow ends.

In the step, after the unified authentication platform 100 receives the service request sent by the virtual terminal 101, the unified authentication platform 100 authenticates the service request, mainly by: authenticating whether a target network is capable of providing ubiquitous service data required by a member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to a list of radio resources accessed by the member terminal device in the service request; allocating a corresponding heterogeneous network channel to the virtual terminal; and determining, according to the identifier of the virtual terminal and the identifier of each member terminal device in the virtual terminal in the service request, whether the virtual terminal and a member terminal device is authorized to download service data from the target network.

In Step 303, unified authentication platform 100 sends a service token to the virtual terminal, and informs a target network of the service token at the same time.

If the service request is authenticated, the unified authentication platform 100 generates the service token, sends the service token to the virtual terminal, and informs the target network of the service token. The service token should include at least information on: ID of the virtual terminal, ID of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of a service being performed, a type of the service, an identifier of service data to be downloaded, and authorization to download the service data. If the service request is refused, the flow then ends.

In Step 304, the virtual terminal 101 requests service data from the target network through the service token.

In the step, the virtual terminal 101 submits the service token to the target network, and requests the target network to issue the service data.

In Step 305, the target network authenticates the service token submitted by the virtual terminal 101. If the request is permitted, Step 306 is performed; or if the request is refused, the flow ends.

In the step, the target network decrypts the service token submitted by the virtual terminal according to the information on the service token provided by the unified authentication platform, and authenticates information such as the ID of the virtual terminal, the ID of the member terminal device, the name of the service, the type of the service in the service token.

In the step, a type of service-token authentication may include centralized authentication, independent authentication and hybrid authentication. Implementation and applicability of each type of service-token authentication are shown in the table as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Service-Token Authentication</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Applicability and Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralized authentication</td>
<td>A virtual terminal is authenticated collectively at a target network using a unified service token</td>
<td>Reduces signaling overhead during authentication, as well as service delay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Step 306, the target network issues the service data to the virtual terminal 101.

In the step, after the service token of the virtual terminal 101 is authenticated by the target network, the target network issues service data to a corresponding member terminal device according to the identifier of the service data to be downloaded included in the service token.

In Step 307, the virtual terminal 101 authenticates the service token of each member terminal device. If it is authenticated, Step 308 is performed; or if it is not authenticated, the flow ends.

In the step, to ensure reliability and security of a source of service data downloaded by each member terminal device in the virtual terminal 101, the virtual terminal 101 authenticates the service token of each member terminal device in the virtual terminal.

In Step 308, the virtual terminal 101 aggregates the service data.

In the step, after the service token of each member terminal device in the virtual terminal 101 is authenticated by the virtual terminal 101, a controlling terminal aggregates the ubiquitous service required by the user according to the identifier of the service data included in each service token.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of joining a virtual terminal by a terminal device provided by an embodiment of the disclosure. The flow may specifically include steps as follows.

In Step 401, a terminal device 102 sends a request for joining a virtual terminal to a unified authentication platform 100.

In the step, the virtual terminal 101 sends a call request to a surrounding device, and sends a call request to the unified authentication platform 100 at the same time. In response to the call request, the surrounding device sends the request for joining the virtual terminal 101 to the unified authentication platform. The request for joining the virtual terminal should at least include an ID of the terminal, terminal capability, a network access type and other information.

In Step 402, the unified authentication platform 100 authenticates the request of the terminal device 102. If the request is authenticated, Step 403 is performed. If it is not authenticated, the flow ends.

In the step, after the unified authentication platform 100 receives the request for joining the virtual terminal 101 from the terminal device 102, the unified authentication platform 100 extracts the terminal capability, the network access type and other information, and compares them with information of the call request sent by the virtual terminal. If the terminal capability; the network access type and other information of the terminal device 102 meet the requirement of the virtual terminal, the request is permitted.

In Step 403, the unified authentication platform 100 sends a service token to the terminal device 102, and informs the virtual terminal of the service token.

In the step, the terminal device 102 passes the authentication of the unified authentication platform; and the unified authentication platform sends the service token to the terminal device 102, and sends the service token to the virtual terminal, for providing a basis for the virtual terminal in authenticating the service token.

In Step 404, the virtual terminal authenticates the service token of the terminal device 102. If it is authenticated, Step 405 is performed; or if it is not authenticated, the flow ends.

In the step, the terminal device 102 submits the service token to the virtual terminal 101, and applies for joining the virtual terminal 101. The virtual terminal 101 decrypts the service token, and determines whether the service token is consistent with the service token provided from the unified authentication platform. If the service token is consistent with the service token provided from the unified authentication platform, the request is permitted. If the service token is inconsistent with the service token provided from the unified authentication platform, it is not authenticated.

In Step 405, the terminal device 102 joins the virtual terminal in collaboratively providing a ubiquitous service.

In the step, the terminal device 102 is admitted into the virtual terminal 101 by passing the service-token authentication by the virtual terminal 101, and collaborates with any other member terminal device to collectively provide the ubiquitous service, such as collectively providing a download service.

During the authentication in collaborative service download involved in FIG. 3, modes of service-token authentication may include the centralized authentication, the independent authentication and the hybrid authentication. Under the circumstance of a ubiquitous network, an appropriate mode of service-token authentication may be selected depending on a ubiquitous service and a specific requirement of a member terminal device in a virtual terminal. Therefore, with the embodiment of service-token authentication by a target network, three types of authentication, i.e., the centralized authentication, the independent authentication and the hybrid authentication, are proposed herein.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of independent authentication according to the disclosure. The flow may specifically include steps as follows.

In Step 501, a unified authentication platform 100 sends a service token to a virtual terminal.

In the step, after the unified authentication platform authenticates a service request proposed by the virtual terminal, the unified authentication platform generates a
service token of a respective member terminal device according to a specific condition of the respective member terminal device, and sends the service token of the respective member terminal device to the respective member terminal device.

In Step 502, the unified authentication platform 100 notifies a target network of information on any generated service token.

In the step, the unified authentication platform notifies the target network of information on the service token of each member terminal device in preparation for further authentication of service token content.

In Step 503, the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal submits the service token of the respective member terminal device to the target network for authentication.

In the step, the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal submits the service token of the respective member terminal device to a corresponding target network for authentication.

In Step 504, after the target network authenticates a service token, the target network returns an authentication result.

The target network decrypts a service token submitted by the virtual terminal according to the information on the service token provided by the unified authentication platform, and verifies consistency of information such as the ID of the virtual terminal, the ID of a member terminal device, the name of a service, the type of the service in the service token. If the unified service token is authenticated, the target network sends service data to a member terminal device in the virtual terminal. Or if the unified service token is not authenticated, the target network refuses to send service data to a member terminal device in the virtual terminal.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of hybrid authentication according to the disclosure. The flow may specifically include steps as follows.

In Step 701, a unified authentication platform 100 sends a service token to a virtual terminal.

In the step, due to a reason such as a security level, a member terminal device 1013 in the virtual terminal requires a separate service token, which is to be authenticated in a target network separately. Therefore, after the unified authentication platform authenticates a service request proposed by the virtual terminal, the unified authentication platform puts, according to detailed information on the virtual terminal, a controlling terminal 1011 and a member terminal device 1012 into one group and sends the group a group service token, and sends a separate service token to the member terminal device 1013 due to a specific security requirement (for example, service data to be downloaded being confidential, or limited authorization of a terminal device).

In Step 702, the unified authentication platform 100 notifies a target network of information on any service token sent to the virtual terminal by the unified authentication platform.

In the step, the unified authentication platform notifies the target network of information on the service token of each member terminal device in preparation for further authentication of service token content.

In Step 703, a member terminal device in the virtual terminal holding a service token submits the service token of the member terminal device to the target network for authentication.

In the step, the controlling terminal 1011 and the member terminal device 1013 in the virtual terminal submit the group service token and the separate service token to the target network respectively for authentication.

In Step 704, after the target network authenticates a service token, the target network returns an authentication result.

The target network decrypts the service tokens submitted by the controlling terminal 1011 and the member terminal device 1013, and verifies consistency of information such as the ID of the virtual terminal, the ID of a member terminal device, the name of a service, the type of the service in the service token. If a service token is authenticated, the target network sends service data to a member terminal device corresponding to the service token. Or if a service token is not authenticated, the target network refuses to send service data to a member terminal device corresponding to the service token.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

By a unified authentication platform, the disclosure unifies authentication systems in a ubiquitous network, reduces huge signaling overhead and service delay in a heterogeneous network due to authentication, and improves authentication efficiency in the ubiquitous network.
The invention claimed is:

1. An authentication method oriented to a heterogeneous network, comprising steps of:
   - after receiving a service request sent by a virtual terminal, generating, by a unified authentication server located at a core network layer, a service token according to the service request, and sending the service token to the virtual terminal and a target network;
   - submitting, by the virtual terminal, the service token to the target network, and
   - requesting the target network to provide service data; and comparing, by the target network, the service token submitted by the virtual terminal with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication server, and providing the service data to the virtual terminal when the service token submitted by the virtual terminal is consistent with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication server,
   - wherein the method further comprises steps of: after receiving the service request sent by the virtual terminal, authenticating, by the unified authentication server, whether a target network is capable of providing service data required by a member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to a list of radio resources accessed by the member terminal device in the service request; and determining, according to an identifier of the virtual terminal and an identifier of the member terminal device in the virtual terminal in the service request, whether the virtual terminal and the member terminal device is authorized to download service data from the target network; and
   - when the target network is capable of providing the service data required by the member terminal device in the virtual terminal and the member terminal device is authorized to download service data from the target network, generating, by the unified authentication server, the service token.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the unified authentication server generates a service token for a respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal;
   - the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal submits the service token for the respective member terminal device to the target network; and
   - the target network performs service-token comparison and authentication for the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to the service token for the respective member terminal device.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the unified authentication server generates a unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal;
   - when the virtual terminal submits the service token to the target network, the virtual terminal submits the unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal to the target network; and
   - the target network performs service-token comparison and authentication for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to the unified service token submitted by the virtual terminal.

4. The method according to any claim 1, wherein when the unified authentication server generates the service token, the unified authentication server provides a separate service token for an individual member terminal device in the virtual terminal, and provides a unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal other than the individual member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token;
   - a member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the unified service token submits the unified service token to the target network; and the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token submits the separate service token to the target network; and
   - the target network performs service-token comparison and authentication for a member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the unified service token according to the unified service token submitted by the virtual terminal, and performs service-token comparison and authentication for the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token according to the separate service token submitted by the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising a step of:
   - when the target network compares and authenticates the service token submitted by the virtual terminal, issuing, by the target network, service data to a corresponding member terminal device according to the service token submitted by the virtual terminal.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein after the virtual terminal obtains the service data provided by the target network, the virtual terminal aggregates the service data internally according to the service token.

7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising steps of: when a terminal device requires to join the virtual terminal,
   - after receiving a request for joining the virtual terminal from the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal, determining, by the unified authentication server, according to a call request sent by the virtual terminal, whether the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal meets a requirement of the virtual terminal, wherein the request for joining the virtual terminal comprises at least: an identifier and a capability of the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal; and a type of a network accessed by the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal;
   - when the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal meets the requirement of the virtual terminal, sending, by the unified authentication server, the service token to the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal and the virtual terminal;
   - submitting, by the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal, the service token to the virtual terminal;
   - authenticating, by the virtual terminal, the service token submitted by the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal according to the service token sent to the virtual terminal by the unified authentication server, and admitting the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal as a member terminal device in the virtual terminal when the service token submitted by the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal is authenticated.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the service token is generated by the unified authentication server by collecting information on context of a user, the virtual terminal, a network and the service data and computing with an encryption algorithm, wherein
the service token comprises at least information on: a name of the user, an identifier of the virtual terminal, an identifier of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of a service being performed, a type of the service, a service data identifier, and authorization to download the service data.

9. An authentication system oriented to a heterogeneous network, comprising a unified authentication server located at a core network layer, a virtual terminal, and a target network, wherein

the unified authentication server comprises a processor and a memory for storing instructions executable by the processor, wherein the processor is configured for receiving a service request sent by a virtual terminal, generating a service token according to the service request, and sending the service token to the virtual terminal and a target network;

the virtual terminal is configured for: sending the service request to the unified authentication server; after receiving the service token sent by the unified authentication server, submitting the service token to the target network, and requesting the target network to provide service data; and

the target network is configured for: comparing the service token submitted by the virtual terminal with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication server, and providing the service data to the virtual terminal when the service token submitted by the virtual terminal is consistent with the service token sent to the target network by the unified authentication server,

wherein the processor is further configured for: after receiving the service request sent by the virtual terminal, authenticating whether a target network is capable of providing service data required by a member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to a list of radio resources accessed by the member terminal device in the service request; and determining, according to an identifier of the virtual terminal and an identifier of the member terminal device in the virtual terminal in the service request, whether the virtual terminal and the member terminal device is authorized to download the service data from the target network; and

when the target network is capable of providing the service data required by the member terminal device and the virtual terminal and the member terminal device is authorized to download the service data from the target network, generating the service token.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the unified authentication server generates a service token for a respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal;

the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal submits the service token for the respective member terminal device to the target network; and

the target network performs service-token comparison and authentication for the respective member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to the service token for the respective member terminal device.

11. The system according to claim 9, wherein the unified authentication server generates a unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal;

when the virtual terminal submits the service token to the target network, the virtual terminal submits the unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal to the target network; and

the target network performs service-token comparison and authentication for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal according to the unified service token submitted by the virtual terminal.

12. The system according to claim 9, wherein

the unified authentication server provides a separate service token for an individual member terminal device in the virtual terminal, and provides a unified service token for any member terminal device in the virtual terminal other than the individual member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token;

a member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the unified service token submits the unified service token to the target network; and the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token submits the separate service token to the target network; and

the target network performs service-token comparison and authentication for a member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the unified service token according to the unified service token submitted by the virtual terminal, and performs service-token comparison and authentication for the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token according to the separate service token submitted by the member terminal device in the virtual terminal provided with the separate service token.

13. The system according to claim 9, wherein

the processor is configured for: receiving the service request sent by the virtual terminal, and authenticating information on identities and authorizations of a user and the virtual terminal; helping management of the virtual terminal by a controlling terminal in the virtual terminal; and authenticating a terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal, and determining whether the terminal device requiring to join the virtual terminal is authorized to join the virtual terminal;

receiving and authenticating the service request sent by the virtual terminal; and responding to the service request of the user by authenticating information on service content, service data and a service attribute and completing collaborative download in the virtual terminal for a service involving a heterogeneous network; and generating, authenticating and managing the service token, wherein the service token is generated by the unified authentication server by collecting information on context of the user, the virtual terminal, a network and a service and computing with an encryption algorithm, wherein the service token comprises at least information on: a name of the user, an identifier of the virtual terminal, an identifier of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of the service being performed, a type of the service, a service data identifier, and authorization to download the service data.

14. The system according to claim 9, wherein

the virtual terminal comprises a controlling terminal and a member terminal device, wherein
the controlling terminal is configured for: managing the member terminal device; providing the virtual terminal with a collaborative management capability comprising storing information on a status in performing a service and a capability of the member terminal device; sending the service request to the unified authentication server; admitting a terminal device as a member terminal device with the help of the unified authentication server; and formulating a service-transmission-by-streams strategy according to authorization of the service token, and downloading required service data from a network side; and the member terminal device is configured for: carrying out the service-transmission-by-streams strategy of the controlling terminal through the service token; collaborating with the controlling terminal in completing a service task; and collaborating with the controlling terminal in completing service aggregation within the virtual terminal.

15. The method according to claim 2, wherein the service token is generated by the unified authentication server by collecting information on context of a user, the virtual terminal, a network and the service data and computing with an encryption algorithm, wherein the service token comprises at least information on: a name of the user, an identifier of the virtual terminal, an identifier of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of a service being performed, a type of the service, a service data identifier, and authorization to download the service data.

16. The method according to claim 3, wherein the service token is generated by the unified authentication server by collecting information on context of a user, the virtual terminal, a network and the service data and computing with an encryption algorithm, wherein the service token comprises at least information on: a name of the user, an identifier of the virtual terminal, an identifier of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of a service being performed, a type of the service, a service data identifier, and authorization to download the service data.

17. The method according to claim 4, wherein the service token is generated by the unified authentication server by collecting information on context of a user, the virtual terminal, a network and the service data and computing with an encryption algorithm, wherein the service token comprises at least information on: a name of the user, an identifier of the virtual terminal, an identifier of a member terminal device, a capability of the member terminal device, a radio resource accessed by the member terminal device, a name of a service being performed, a type of the service, a service data identifier, and authorization to download the service data.